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ABSTRACT
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Many-core and multi-core systems are expected to be major trends for the future decades. In this way of
parallel computing, it may become great difficult to choose on which target architecture to execute a
certain algorithm or application. Many core machines along with GPUs increased the extensive amount
of parallelism. Some compilers are updated to emerging issues with respect to the threading and
synchronization. Proper classification of algorithms and programs will benefit largely to the community of
programmers to get chances for efficient parallelization. In this work we have analyzed the existing
species for algorithm classification, where we discus s the classification of related work and compare the
amount of problems which are difficult for classification. We have selected set of algorithms which
resemble in structure for various problems but perform given specific tasks. These algorithms are tested
using existing tools such as Bones compiler and A-Darwin, an automatic species extraction tool. The
access patterns are produced for various algorithmic kernels by running against A-Darwin and analysis is
done for various code segments. We have identified that all the algorithms cannot be classified using
only existing patterns and created new set of access patterns.
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INTRODUCTION
In the past few decades, we have seen a tremendous growth of single-core processor performance. This growth
has enabled technology to exist everywhere in the society. To overcome the limitations in the performance of the
single-core processor parallelism is exploited. Enabled by the Moore’s law, large number of processors per chip
(i.e. multi-core) is already a major trend and expected to continue for the next decade [1].
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The multi core architectures enabled performance growth of processors by introducing the parallelism in
programs. Because of the heterogeneous computing environment and parallelism, the parallel architectures face
challenges in code development and in predicting the performance of the processor. Even though there is amount
of research work carried on compilers, parallelization and automatic parallelization, programmers use
programming languages such as OpenMP, OpenCL and MPI. Determination of the parallel program performance
is needed to check whether the parallelization is required and which part of the program to be parallelized. All the
available auto parallelization solutions are not fully automatic. Because of the revolutions in the hardware
technologies, such diversified platforms and the need of programming the hardware efficiently has increased the
programming models accordingly. The programming models such as Intel TBB[2], OpenACC [3], OpenMP [4],
OpenCL [5], Nvidia CUDA [6] and OpenHMPP [7] are some of the models presently available for parallel
programmers for writing the applications.
Present trends in the parallel architectures are largely towards the bigger number of processing devices on the
chip. This led to the parallel architectures growing as mainstream, with the growth of many specialized multi-core
architectures and accelerators. The problem of programming with these architectures effectively using several
processing elements [8] is a biggest challenge. There are many approaches [9] to address this issue. The one that
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When multi-core is expected to grow 100-core processors by 2020 [1], other trend already enables larger than
2000 cores. This trend (many-core) uses much smaller processing cores, making high throughput parallel
processors. An example for such a many-core processor is GPU. Even though many-core processors are suitable
for a certain types of applications, other applications may prefer multi-core processors. This creates a
heterogeneous environment, with dual types of processors in single system or a single chip.
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is very challenging is the automatic parallelization. Many difficult applications often spend most of their run time
in the nested loops. This is most common in many of the engineering and scientific applications.
The idea of auto parallelization is to free programmers from the error-prone and the time consuming manual
parallelization process. Even though the automatic parallelization process has improved its quality in the last few
decades, completely auto parallelization of the serial programs by translators remains a biggest challenge because
of its need for the complicated program analysis and unknown facts during compilation process. The focus of the
automatic parallelization is on programming control structures such as loops, because, maximum of the run times
of a program is taken inside some of the loops. For example, an algorithm for the parallel loop identification may
be integrated in the parallelization platform as shown in the diagram below which converts automatically serial
code in to parallel code.
The front end view of the classification of the algorithm is shown in Figure– 1. The figure indicates how
classified source code can be parallelized automatically to parallel source code. The figure also shows how the
serial code can be compiled in to a parallel code, how to predict the performance. Our focus is on Algorithm
Classification part in Figure– 1. The overall system will be given with serial code as a input and produces output
as parallel program.
Algorithm Classification

Serial
Program
s

Manual Classification

Performance
Prediction

Parallelizing
Compilers

Parallel
Programs

Manual + Automatic
Classification

Automatic Classification

Fig: 1. Front end view of the Algorithm Classification.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
In this work, the existing classification of algorithms [10], ‘Algorithmic species’ that summarizes significant data
for parallelizing the algorithm based on classes is studied in depth by compiling various code segments in
BONES[11] compiler. The access patterns are generated using ADARWIN and analyzed for different algorithmic
kernels.
We retake ‘algorithmic species’ a access pattern based classification of algorithms [12], and created a increased
set of patterns, that summarizes significant data for parallelizing the algorithm based on classes.
The theory behind algorithmic species is subject to the polyhedral model, requiring code to be represented as a set
of static affine loop nests. Characterization of array references is introduced with respect to loop nests.
Transformations are defined to merge characterizations referring to the same array and to translate them into
algorithmic species, allowing classification of non static affine loop nests. The classification is subject to the
more detailed abstractions that retain additional performance-relevant information and that take the loop nest
structure into account. A tool is modified based on the presented theories to automatically classify program code.

The change towards diverse and parallel computing conditions has made programming the challenging tasks.
Making complete use of multi-threading and using efficiently memory hierarchy of a processor are the best
examples of issues faced by programmers and compilers where programmers looking for a manual solution and
compilers looking for an automated solution. We recommend that the classification of algorithms can largely
reduce those tasks for compilers and programmers.
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MOTIVATION

We encourage programmers to use an classification of algorithms as a tool to make parallel programming easier.
This can help the programmers in identification of problems similar to same class of algorithms and identify
available parallelism by applying known parallel patterns.
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We visualize classification of algorithms as way that facilitates communication between programmers to describe
computational issues. This also facilitates design and improves compiler’s quality, for example, automatic parallel
compilers, source code to- source code compilers, and automatically tuning compilers.
The classification of algorithms that describes the characteristics of algorithm in destination framework shortens
many of the architecture related issues. The decisions taken by the underlying compiler for parallelizing the code
will be on the data attached in algorithm classes. These will largely solve the problem of compiler designs.
The categorization does not change around time and new feature code may be created when the tools lodge to the
changes in the feature hardware. We shun an algorithm categorization as a suitable tool to meet face to clash the
futuristic and infinity challenges in parallel computing.
More ever, the algorithm classes may contain in a superior way the algorithm information than is presently
available to a compiler that may cause to increase the quality of code. We devise the classification of algorithm to
adopt a mean compiler study technique, by bringing the pedigree of algorithm plan into a common place.
Below given are the requirements that to be considered for the goals to be achieved.
(i) Algorithm classes must be automatically extracted from the source code. If not, the program code may have to
be extracted manually by the compilers. Ultimately, this is not capable of, considering the concern of classes that
may be fault prone and may place a big burden on programmer's head.
(ii) A categorization intend be innate and ethereal to understand. Although we demand classes to be automatically
extracted, we contemplate algorithm to be manually used, as a appliance for programmers.
(iii) The algorithm classes must be defined formally. This will guarantee the compilers correctness, and also
allows programmers to understand completely the class properties and facilitates automatically extract the classes
from source code.
(iv) There should be set boundaries for defining the completeness of algorithm classification, i.e. a single
algorithm must belong to one of the predefined classes.
The classes must involve in it, amount of parallelism, the structure, the data reuse information to produce the code
efficiently. Also provide circumstances to travel through caching and locality.
Keeping in mind the goals and algorithm classification requirements, we glance at the existing classification of
algorithms and check whether our requirements are met.

RELATED WORK
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Pierre Boulet and Alain Darte surveyed many algorithms on loop parallelization[18], analyzed their dependence
representations, generated loop transformations, the required code generation methods, and capability to
incorporate different optimization techniques such as the maximal detection of parallelism, the permutable loop
detection, the minimization of synchronizations, the code generation easiness, and so on[19][20]. They ended the
study by presenting results which are related to the code generation and loop fusion for the specific class of the
shifted linear schedules.
Most of the existing automatic parallelization techniques are not fully automatic. The parallel computing
introduces challenges in programming and compilation both. The work in [21] introduced the challenges in
parallel computing and algorithm classification. It explains the algorithmic species that captures algorithm details
from single loop or nested loops and loop bodies. Five access patterns that combine to an algorithmic species are
illustrated along with the examples. One of the five access patterns is assigned to each array, accessed in the loop
nest. The access patterns combination, of input and output data of the nested loop, forms the species. This
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Many algorithmic classifications have been referred before designing the new species. Few of them, with the
similar work are highlighted here. Several algorithms have been discussed by many people, such as the ones
presented by Allen, Kennedy, Darte and Vivien, Wolf, Lam, and Feautrier [13][14][15]. These algorithms uses of
various mathematical notations and tools. Additionally, these do not depend on common representation of the data
dependences. The schemes of transformations for common loops in which dependence vectors express precedence
constraints on the iterations of loops are presented [16][17]. As per the Wolf and Lam presentation, the
dependences extracted from the loop nests must be positive lexicographically. This gives us a simple test for the
legality of compound transformations such as, It is legal to have any code transformation that ignores the
dependences which are lexicographically positive. The theory of loop transformation is applied to the issue of
increasing the degree of coarse-grain or fine-grain parallelism in the loop nests.
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approach enables to form an unlimited number of species with the use of only five access patterns. The limitations
of the approach are highlighted below.
First, the paper uses the polyhedral model, which imposes limits to the program code, which are classified.
According to the paper, for loops to be classified must have static and affine loop bounds and the loop bounds
must remain constant throughout the scope of the loop. Second, the array accesses are affine and explicit, the
pointer arithmetic is not supported in the approach. This also requires that the multidimensional arrays are
explicitly addressed per dimension instead of a flat array with an index calculation. Third, the extraction tool
ASET used by the author works only for C code, although the species is program language independent. Fourth,
The tool ASET considers fully filled iteration space polyhedra in classifying loops and no gaps in the iteration
space are supported, which means loops must have stride 1. Fifth, all the program structures (e.g. multiple
initializations in loop nest, conditional statements within loops, programs with statements in between algorithmic
species, etc) are not supported in ASET which limits the number of statements of various types to be addressed.

PARALLEL ACCESS PATTERNS
The array access patterns element, chunk, neighborhood, full and shared, where, the input arrays are assigned
either one of the five patterns whereas the output arrays are assigned either one of the patterns, excluding
neighborhood. If an array is accessed from element 0 to 127 it might be that some of the elements in this range are
not accessed at all. The same holds for neighborhoods and chunks, partial neighborhoods or partial chunks are still
classified as neighborhood or chunk. In addition to these five patterns, We introduce species variant, constant,
compare and update to deal with the programming statements such as variable and constant initialization,
comparison statements, increment and decrement statements.
for(i=0;i<=256;i++){
for(j=0;j<=256;j++){
p[i][j]=999;
}
}

Listing 1: An example for constant initialization in doubly nested loop
We show an example algorithm, in Listing 1, where all loop iterations are independent and these may be executed
parallelly. The amount of parallelism is equal to the number of loop iterations and is denoted as parallel(256,256).
The loop body consists of initialization statement which assigns constant to array variable p[i][j]. The constant
number is input and the two dimensional array p is output in this algorithm. The array is accessed at index 0 to
256 in both the dimensions. When we combine the input and output, their access range and their array access
pattern, we find the algorithmic species as:
parallel(256,256) constant --> p[0:256,0:256] | element
Here, output array is accessed element-wise and that the combination of array names, ranges and access type
defines the algorithmic species of this algorithm.
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for(k=0;k<=128;k++){
for(i=0;i<=128;i++){
for(j=0;j<=128;j++){
p[i][j]=max(p[i][j],
p[i][k]&&p[k][j]);
}
}
}

Listing 2: An example for comparison in triple nested loop
The Listing 2 shows an example of a triple nested loop with comparison and assignment operations. The matrix p
elements are compared and the maximum of compared elements is assigned to p[i][j]. The algorithm produces
each element of result p by comparing with two elements of same matrix every time. Finding the maximum of two
| Basthikodi and Ahmed 2016 | IIOABJ | Vol. 7 | 3 | 20–28
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elements of the matrix is classified as compare and the result produced as element. The resulting species is given
below:
parallel(128,128,128) (p[0:128,0:128], p[0:128,0:128]) | compare p[0:128,0:128]|element
The species can be understood as: in order to create an element of p in the range from 0 to 128 we need to
compare two elements of matrix p with row and column length 128 each. This pattern-combination of ‘compare
and producing element’ can be performed in parallel a total of 128 times each. Consider the following example
algorithm for illustrating the access pattern variant.
for(i=0;i<=64;i++){
for(j=0;j<=64;j++){
if((i==0)||(j==0))
V[i][j]=0;
else V[i][j]=-1 ;
}
}

Listing 3: An example for comparison and initialization in doubly nested loop
In order to initialize the matrix element V[i][j], the variables i and j are compared with zero . The variable
initialization, comparison and constant initializations are classified as the patterns variant, compare and constant.
The variables i and j are accessed from 0 to 64 and accordingly the output elements can be produced in parallel.
The algorithmic species is constructed as shown below:
parallel(65,65) variant[0:64],constant | compare  V[0:64,0:64] | constant
Here, to produce every element of V, which is constant, is compared with the constant value. Where, V is variable
with index ranging from 0 to 65 and is classified as variant.
for(i=0;i<8;i++){
res+=A[i]+B[i+2];
}

Listing 4: An example for reduction to scalar element
In listing 4, illustrated the example of reducing sum of two vectors in to a scalar quantity. Here, the index of
vector A ranges from 0 to 7 and B ranges from 2 to 9. In every iteration, the element of A and B are added and the
output variable res is updated. This operation of incrementing the value for every iteration of the loop is classified
as the pattern update. The algorithmic species for the listing 4 is constructed as below:
parallel(8) A[0:7] | element ^ B[2:9] | element  res| update

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

COMPUTER SCIENCE
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This Bones and A-Darwin along with required gems are installed in quad core system for experimentation. Bones
is the source-to-source compiler that is designed based on algorithmic skeletons and the algorithmic species. This
compiler takes as input C-code and generates parallel code as output. Target processors include NVIDIA GPUs
for CUDA, AMD GPUs for OpenCL and CPUs for OpenCL and OpenMP [22][23]. The Bones compiler is based
on CAST C-parser , which is used to parse input source code into the AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) and to generate
desired code from the transformed abstract syntax tree.
A-Darwin (short for `automatic Darwin') is automatic extraction tool, which is based on CAST, a C99 parser
which allows analysis on AST. From the AST, the tool extracts the array references and constructs a 5 or 6-tuple
for each loop nest. Following, merging is applied and the species are extracted. Finally, the species are inserted as
pragmas in the original program code.
The code segments of various algorithm classes are executed to analyse the output of A-Darwin.
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Fig: 2. Output of A-Darwin for listing 1

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
The output for listing1 in Figure–2 shows that the constant initialization is not taken care. The pattern 0:0 | void > p[0:256,0:256] | element could be written according to new proposal as: constant -> p[0:256,0:256] | element

Fig: 3. Output of A-Darwin for listing 2
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
The output for listing2 in Figure–3 shows that the comparison operation is not concentrated during pattern
generation. The pattern p[0:128,0:128] | element ^ p[0:128,k:k]|element ^ p[k:k,o:128]|element -> p[0:128,0:128] |
element could be written according to new proposal as: (p[0:128,0:128], p[0:128,0:128]) | compare ->
p[0:128,0:128]|element
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Fig: 4. Output of A-Darwin for listing 4

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
The output for listing4 in Figure-4 shows that the updation of variables such as increment is not addressed
properly. The pattern A[0:7] | element ^ B[2:9]|element -> 0:0 | void could be written according to new proposal
as: A[0:7] | element ^ B[2:9]| element -> res| update
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We have executed and analyzed 50 kernels of 15 algorithmic classes using Bones Compiler and A-Darwin tool.
We have found that there are few kernels of various algorithmic classes for which A-Darwin is not considering all
the possibilities of code.
Table: 1. Hit Ratio for Algorithm Classed considering multiple kernels of each class
Algorithmic Class
Arithmetic and Logic
1 D Convolution
Computer vision
MinMax
Computation
Floyds
Warshals
Horspool
Kruskals
Bankers
Knapsack
K-Means
Jacobi
2mm
3mm
Sorting

Kernels

Hit Ratio

4
2
4
3

75%
100%
75%
67%

2
2
2
3
4
3

50%
50%
50%
67%
75%
67%

4
4
3
3
7

75%
100%
100%
100%
72%
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The evaluation of the algorithms listed in Table– 1 is done by running the specified number of kernels in each
algorithmic class mentioned. The third column Hit Ratio is the amount of kernels executed successfully, i.e. the
percentage of kernels for which patterns are generated accurately. We have executed 4 kernels of the Arithmetic
and Logic algorithmic class, out of which 3 kernels successfully executed resulting 75% of the hit ratio. Similarly
two kernels each from 1 D convolution, Floyd algorithm, Warshals algorithm, Horspool algorithm are considered
for execuion, resulting the hit ratio of 100%, 50%, 50%, 50% respectively. The three kernels each from MinMax
Computation,Kruskals algorithm, knapsack algorithm, 2mm and 3mm algorithmic classes are executed resulting
the hit ratio of 67%,67%,67%, 100% and 100% respectively. The four kernels each from computer vision
,Bankers , K-means and Jacobi algorithmic classes are executed resulting the hit ratio of 75%, 75%, 75% and
100% respectively. The seven kernels from sorting algorithmic classes are executed to achieve the 72% of hit
ratio.

Fig: 5. Graph illustrating the Hit Ratio of kernels for algorithmic classes
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
The chart in Figure–5 illustrates the Hit Ratio of the kernels for 15 different algorithmic classes. There are few
kernels having statement like comparisons, conditional statements, mathematical functions comes under miss
ratio.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The Automatic parallelization is needed to make manual programmer to write the programs without errors and save
the time comparatively. In this work, we have analyzed the existing access patterns thoroughly and listed out many
of the kernels those cannot be classified based on these patterns. The new access patterns are designed in order to
improve the classification ratio.
The A-Darwin source code is modified to incorporate the changes to tool by adding the new functionalities.
Currently the tool is working for the additional access patterns. The work is carried to include more number of
mathematical functions which maximize the hit ratio for algorithmic classification. The present work is also based
on the array references. So, the final work will be to classify the algorithms based on pointer references.
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